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Ar. Gurpreet Singh Shah Principal Architect, Creative Group

"In the current scenario of rapid urbanization, I believe that 'less' truly could be 'more.' We aim to be

catalysts in the bilateral relationship between Architecture and its user, by creating unrestricted

designs."

Ar. Gurpreet Singh Shah, Principal Architect, M.S in Urban Design and recipient of William Kinne Fellowship award, Columbia University,

New York, gained his early experience while associated with International Architects of repute in USA. Here he led the development of

future campus planning frameworks for Indiana University, Bloomington and Princeton University, New Jersey and was involved in

Master Planning of Washington D.C. Vision 2025 as well as the urban design proposal for dual cities of Bucharest and Costanta in

Romania. He revolutionized the scale and methodology and expanded the boundaries of practice globally. He has more than a decade

of local and international architecture and urban design experience. With his vision to deliver a new generation of Global

Infrastructure, Mass Transit Facilities like Airports, Metro Stations and Railways, Housing projects, Educational Campuses including the

First Smart City School in Kochi, and Health Environments that are sustainable and also give a world class user experience, Ar. Shah

has pioneered sustainable infrastructure designs in India.

About Creative Group

Founded by Prof. Charanjit Shah in 1973, Creative Group started its journey through various steps of professional achievements and

landmarks by winning the National Design Competition for Jawaharlal Nehru National Co-operation Complex, New Delhi (1973), Flatted

factory complex for DSIIDC, New Delhi (1971) and Institute of Development Studies, Jaipur (1980); the initial achievements of Prof.

Shah, that endowed him with eminent recognition and established Creative Group's place as a leading architecture firm in the design

community. Following the footsteps of his indomitably passionate and extremely hardworking father, Ar. Gurpreet Shah after finishing

his M.Arch in Urban Design from Columbia University decided to join hands with Creative Group, taking the firm up a notch by adding a

corporate lateral to the firm's vision, which led to the firm making a niche globally by winning many National and International Design

Competitions and Awards in various fields like Urban Transport, Real Estate, Corporate, Institutional, Commercial and Residential

sectors. Soon after Er. Prabhpreet Shah, with his Management specialization in Finance & Marketing from the Indian Scool of Business

(Hyderabad), setup independent verticals for Project Management, Real Estate and Transaction Advisory making Creative Group one

of the few firms in India providing end-to-end single-window services from concept to commissioning.

His Vision

"Today's architecture has the power to grasp the viewer's mind in such a way that either it can be termed as a blockbuster or as a

disaster. We, as architects, have the responsibility of making this art a force for mobilizing cities and rejuvenating cultures. We focus

on the performance of architecture responding firstly and primarily to its ecology and available resources; this criteria will change how

the design performs throughout its life cycle. Our endeavour is to create meaningful architecture which is open ended thus giving a

chance to the users to make their own small insertions," asserts Ar. Gurpreet Shah.

As the general public become more aware of the benefits of green buildings, the architects will find new ways to create a conducive

atmosphere for the sector to grow. Since the beginning of its practice, Creative Group always believes in "learning from nature."

"Our impulse is to sensitize our designs towards passive strategies of green architecture. Not only do we try to derive our inspiration

from nature, but also we let the building breathe with nature," explains Ar. Shah.

During their professional journey, the team's understanding of the nuances of the Indian Diaspora with respect to urbanization and

renewal movement across the country enabled them to successfully implement net zero & sustainable models in various green-rated

buildings.

With this ambition in mind, they have been able to successfully deliver a range of Projects like a small sustainable residence to a mega

project like the airport. Though these mega projects are considered energy guzzlers, Creative Group has led the project to achieve
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green rating in terms of water & energy conservation, creating global facilities which are preserved as landmarks of the subcontinent.
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Skyone Tower- Standing Out in a Crowd

Creative Group has come up with a unique project 'Skyone Tower-an icon in the sky' that stands out in terms of its scale, layout, style

and quality with functional and efficiency aspects. It is a landmark project with its unique and innovative design which propagates the

client's vision and reinforces the company's brand in the country.

At a Glance

Project Name: Skyone Tower

Location: Gurgaon, Haryana
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Architect: M/s Creative Group

Founding Principal: Prof. Charanjit Shah

Principal Architect: Ar. Gurpreet Shah

Real Estate Expert: Mr. Prabhpreet Shah

Client: CHD Developers

Total Site Area: 1.78 Acres

Total Built Up Area: 32,000 sq. m

The structure of Skyone Tower speaks volumes through its design

and reinforces the term "standing out in a crowd. An inception of the

Creative Group (www.creativegroup.co.in), the curious architects

wanted to innovate a building that not only sustains the ability to

influence the emotions of the human mind but also encapsulates

functionality.

"When architecture is envisioned through an inventive lens and

gracefully executed, it has an impact far beyond its footprint. A great

building can revive a locale, energize its surroundings or simply

exhibit a sense of wonder," asserts Prof. Charanjit Shah, Founding

Principal, Creative Group. Redefining the perception of skyscrapers,

the Skyone Tower is a concept influenced by the free body movements of a female ballet dancer, standing tall. The swift dialogue

exchange between two ballerinas while dancing depicts the dynamism of the building whist respecting nature. Inspiration has also

been taken from flowing water that flows along with the wind and cuts its way through rocks to make deep valleys, thus depicting

fluidity merged with strength. Apart from adding a sense of buoyancy, the building incorporates the client's logo in a three dimensional

form, both vertically as well as horizontally, hence repositioning the client's identity. This will be a landmark project with its unique

design which propagates not only the architect's intent but also the client's vision to reinforce their brand in the country.

An international class product providing high quality commercial and retail areas along with office spaces for the client, studio

apartments and a health centre with a swimming pool, this mixed use tower will rekindle the sub urban city, making it the hub of

international corporate offices and residential housing developments. As one enters the site, the commercial complex has its façade

facing the road whereas the housing tower sits back, away from the hustle and bustle. This segregated approach has been taken to

maintain the privacy of the housing and the office space. The commercial plaza has a stepped building form which is higher in the rear

and low in the front to avoid any obstruction in the visibility of the tower from the main road along with serving the purpose of

recreational areas for the residential and corporate spaces. The site has been planned in such a way that the commercial activities do

not interfere with the office spaces thus maintaining the reticence of the work environment.



The architects have paid attention to even the minutest details while designing. The tower has been highlighted by adding curves, but

at the same time, it has been stabilized with a central core. The building is enveloped with steel vertical bands all around within which

a unique jali pattern is used, which not only acts as an aesthetic element but also stabilizes the building oscillation. Adapted from a

fluid DNA structure, the intertwined "jali work" adds richness whereas the green band manifests the connection with nature. Altering

the idea of a conventional high rise building, breathing spaces have been provided after every seven floors in the tower, in the form of

sky courts outlined with landscape designs. These sky courts act as open spaces which can be utilized commercially as recreational

zones, adding a delightful mood of lightness in the structure. Reiterating Creative Group's philosophy of coexistence of architecture

and nature, the manicured landscape lets the building breathe with nature.

Sustainability has also been given prime importance while designing the skyscraper. The energy efficient facades of the building

intelligently use natural daylight by providing maximized glazing on the north façade. The wind direction is along the longer façade

which allows wind to pass over the curved faces on east and west. The flat slab structural system has column less office spaces with

structural bracing done at every seven floors. As one moves inside the building, he will be welcomed with ebullient spaces that allow a
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relaxed and easy movement within the tower. This effortless movement energizes the user to meander through the retail spaces

without any confusion. "The idea was to design a tower that eases the flow of movement for the user. We are not only fusing our

idea of dynamism with stability but also efficiently utilizing each and every space," explains Ar. Gurpreet Shah, Principal Architect.

Double façade has been provided on the ground floor for maximum employment of spaces and an extended shopping experience

making it an "extrovert" building. The roof terraces are developed to be used as open air restaurants and clubs whereas the

proposed podium could be used as an open air banquet, designating a function to each space.

"In the present global context, a single window approach looking beyond architecture is a necessity. It is not only important to

develop a design that is aesthetic but it should also be commercially feasible, for the overall viability of the project," illustrates Er.

Prabhpreet S Shah, Executive Director. On the same lines, Creative Group recognized local consumer perception to increase footfall in

this multi-use tower thereby giving the users the best commercial and retail experience, not forgetting to inculcate a relationship with

its surroundings as well as the nature to provide a harmonious working environment for the working class.

Rehabilitating the image of a commercial skyscraper and shifting the focus on the customer experience, Skyone Tower creates a

perfect balance between design innovation and practical retail considerations. Trumping the humble high street yet providing

convenience which is rapidly multiplying to suit the end user, this "legend in the sky" is a new form of urban intelligentsia.
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